UAACC Van, is used often for town runs and airport pick ups. A lot of room inside.

Coming from the airport I was surprised to see these signs, pointing out how far the center was, we passed a few of them.
Staff and children come out to celebrate our coming.
Charlotte welcomes us home with a special ceremony
Outside of UAACC view of Mt. Meru to your left (16,000 ft)
INTERNATIONAL SOLIDARITY CONFERENCE 2009
HOSTED BY
UNITED AFRICAN ALLIANCE COMMUNITY CENTER

If you are into Music, History, Networking and Building Community through the Arts then
Don’t Miss this event at UAAACC!!

DAILY WORKSHOPS • DAILY CYPHERS • DAILY FILMS

THE ART OF RECORDING AND
PRODUCTION
LED BY
AMBROSE ‘DUNGA’ AKWABI of
MANDUGU DIGITAL!!

DEC. 16
WORKSHOP: 10am-1pm
FILM FESTIVAL: 2:30pm-6:30am

BLACK PANTHER
HISTORIAN/ARCHIVIST
BILLY X JENNINGS
FROM SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

DEC. 17
WORKSHOP: 10am-1pm
AND ALSO...

BLACK PANTHER ARTIST,
EMORY DOUGLAS
FROM SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

Bro. Emory with Mos Def

DEC. 17
ART PRESENTATION SLIDE SHOW
AND FILMS
2:30pm-6:30pm

THE LEGACY CONTINUES

MSEE PETE O’NEAL
AND
MAMA CHARLOTTE O’NEAL

DEC. 18
10am-1pm
AND
GROUP DISCUSSION WRAP UP
2:30pm-6:30pm

Daily return transport from/to
Usa River plus Lunch is 2,000/= per person per day

Pickup at Usa River: 9:30am
Return to Usa River: 6:30pm

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
uacc@habari.co.tz
0754 593 700
Mt. Kilimanjaro to your right, many miles away, still has some snow up there. Africa's tallest mountain.

Workshops were held, youth from local area attended, a number of known Hip Hop artist attended the workshops and film festival.
Sister Charlotte speaking about Party legacy in Kansas City.

Brother Pete speaking about Party Social Programs
Kama, a young musician from Nairobi, leads a workshop on the legacy of the struggle in America and its relationship to the struggles in Africa.
BPP Legacy lives in Tanzania

Emory, Brother Pete and Billy X